
    For your first trail, it is strongly recommended that you find an experienced hare to co-hare with you. An expe-
rienced co-hare can advise you with regard to scouting, trail layout, beer checks, hash logistics, and can help you 
avoid some of the common missteps that can totally screw up an otherwise great trail. If you don’t know whom to 
ask, ask the Hare Raiser to help you find a co-hare.

VIRGIN/INEXPERIENCED HARES

FUH3 Hare Manual
Q: I want to be a hare. What do I do?

A: First, attend a few runs so that you get the idea of what hashing is about. After that, see an experienced hasher to help you 
co-hare, help out and show you the ropes. Some good people to ask about haring a run with you are Always Cums Last, Gangrene 
Hose, Cockless Monster, Katman Goo, Superhomofagaliciousuphisasshedouches, or any other experienced hasher.

This manual presents some of the basic guide-

lines for laying a successful Fort Worth Urban 

Hash House Harriers (FUH3) trail. It is intended 

to clarify what is expected of a FUH3 hare, and to 

offer some guidance with regard to some of the 

logistics involved. It is not intended to teach you the 

concepts and strategies involved in first planning, 

scouting and then laying a good trail.

We hope that familiarizing yourself with this manual will allow you to spend less time sweating the 

details, and more time developing your skills as a hare. Haring involves a lot of planning and 

hard work if you want to do it well, but it’s also a very satisfying experience that will definitely give you a 

better understanding of what hashing is all about. And it’s also a lot of fun!

If you have any questions about this manual or about haring in general, finding a co-hare, particular 

issues relating to your trail, or if you’d like some help of any kind whatsoever with your 

trail, the Hare Raiser and other members of Admin (Mismanagement) are ALWAYS available to assist 

you. We want your trail to be great, so please do not hesitate to contact us at any time. 

FORT WORTH 
URBAN H3

LAY A TRAIL! IT’S FUN!

                                        are typically 2-3 miles long max and typically marked in flour and/or chalk. Trails are at night. People have to work early in morn-

ing, take care of kids, etc. There is ALWAYS an ON-AFTER for those with alternative schedules who want the party to continue. That being said, Trail should 

take the pack between about 45 and 60 minutes to complete. We hash in the Land of Urban Shiggy, so trails consisting of pavement and light ankle or calf 

deep shiggy are perfect. And most of us like a trail with a beer check. Waist high water, mud pits, briar patches, and needing a change of clothes are great 

for Saturdays. Pavement, dirt trails, light shiggy, sidewalks, manicured trails, and parks are better for Thursdays.  NOTE: DO NOT SET TRAIL ON PRIVATE 

PROPERTY WITHOUT THE EXPRESS PERMISSION OF THE LANDOWNER.

FUH3 TRAILS

                                                                       A good place to begin is to look for parks or other large tracts of public land nestled amongst our urban jungle, 

preferably somewhere where we haven’t been in a while. Try looking for green areas on Google maps. Think about what has made past trails interesting and 

enjoyable for you, and try to incorporate some of those things into your trail. Varied terrain, scenic vistas, interesting ruins/relics/art/fountains, forests, storm 

drains, water crossings, etc. are make for interesting and memorable trails; BE CREATIVE.

Make sure the area where you plan to set your trail is large enough to allow for a 2-3 mile trail without doubling back on itself – which allows the pack to acci-

dentally or intentionally cross over and short cut a large part of your trail. You may find that you will need a larger area than you think. Www.MapMyRun.com is 

a great site allowing you to plot out trails with your mouse across Google maps off road and on.

Next you need to do your homework – there is simply no substitute for scouting your trail and the surrounding area thoroughly on the ground. That means not 

just going over your planned route several times, but also finding out where the other forks take you, where the other trails go, or what’s over that next hill. Not 

only will you avoid setting a check that inadvertently invites the pack to find a major short cut around the best part of your trail, but you’re almost certain to stum-

ble onto some interesting surprises that you’ll want to incorporate into your trail to make it that much better.

PLANNING YOUR TRAIL

                                The FUH3 has a number of regular walkers, and others who walk on occasion due to injury, hangover, laziness or other considerations. 

Ideally the walkers and the runners should arrive at the ON-IN at the same time. Just remember that the walkers are hashers too, and a good trail includes 

checks (regular, song, turtle, back, shot, etc.) to keep the pack closer together, a beer check also aids in regrouping. There are also ways to split the trail mak-

ing one route longer, more challenging, etc. than the other allowing walkers to take the shorter path. Whichy-Ways and Turkey-Eagle marks are two ways to 

accomplish this.

WALKERS



A  T O  A

TYPES OF TRAILS

The START location should allow for 
enough parking for the pack to park safely 
and legally.

CHALK TALK: Once it has been deemed 
an acceptable time to begin, everyone gath-
ers around the hares in a circle for CHALK 
TALK. This is the time when the markings 
will be explained and as well as particulars 
concerning the trail. 

Another part of the CHALK TALK circle is 
the introductions. All those present, including 
virgins and visitors, introduce themselves to 
the rest of the hash. Some of us are punc-
tuality challenged, so if you will be leaving 
the start after the pack departs be sure your 
CHALK TALK includes an arrow directing 
any latecomers to the beginning of your trail.

BEER CHECK: After running on trail for 
a while, somewhere between the start of 
the run and the end of the run, there will be 
a very special check, the BEER CHECK 
(also known as the “BX”). Sometimes we 
have one BEER CHECK, sometimes more. 
The more BEER CHECKS on a trail, the 
more likely you are on a longer run. 

The hare is also responsible for coordinating 
with the Beer Meister on manning/stocking 
the BEER CHECK(S), if any, which should 
be located discreetly in order to reduce 
the risk of attracting unwanted attention. 
Although we aren’t doing anything illegal, it’s 
easier to fly ‘under the radar’ than having to 
explain ourselves. 

BEER CHECKS help keep the group 
together. While the faster runners drink 
and enjoy a break, the slower runners and 
walkers have time to catch up, but all have 
some time to enjoy a beverage or two. At the 
BEER CHECK, beverages, including beer, 
water, etc. are provided.  Before leaving 
the BEER CHECK, please leave an arrow 
directing stragglers or late starters to the 
continuation of your trail. Also make sure no 
trash, etc. is left behind. In short, be respon-
sible. From the BEER CHECK, the pack 
takes off again until the FINISH is reached.

The FINISH (ON-IN) should also be 
somewhere discreet – out of sight, and pref-
erably out of earshot, of the police and the 
non-hashing public, so that we can circle up, 
drink our beer, change clothes, and conduct

the circle unmolested. Parks should usually be avoided as ON-IN locations as most do not allow 
alcohol. The Religious Advisor (“RA”) calls the hares into the circle where they are given the proper 
abuse they deserve for setting the trail.

Visitors and virgins are also given justice for making the mistake of running with us. Accusations 
are also made for abuses on trail, such as wearing the same hash apparel as other hashers, 
showing up late or skipping the trail or together and just showing up at the end. Accusations lead 
to Down-Downs. Songs are sung, beer or other beverages are consumed, etc. and much merri-
ment is had by all.

Hashers to the left of me, hashers to 
the right. Here I am, stuck in the
circle with you.     -Gangrene Hose

“
”

START, CHALK TALK, BEER CHECK, AND FINISH

A  T O  A ’

A  T O  B

The most common type of trail, and logistically the simplest for you as a 
hare, is an A to A, meaning it starts and ends at the same place.

If you set an A to B trail (which ends some distance from the start), you are 
responsible for coordinating a bag truck (or car) to transport the pack’s bags 
to the end,  and for arranging transportation for the pack back to the start. 
The latter is typically accomplished by shuttling several vehicles back and 
forth until everyone has gotten back to their cars.

A to A’ means that the trail ends within walking distance from the start 
location. This doesn’t eliminate the need for a bag truck as vessels will be 
needed at the beer check. Hashers also like the convenience of being able 
to access their bags on trail for various reasons including clothes, bug spray, 
sunscreen, first aid, medicine, etc.

There are a few items you will need to provide for posting by the Hare Raiser by noon on the 
Tuesday before your hash including:

                                                        The addres and D’erections to the start are very important.

                                       Tethered Urban Running Dogs. Is your trail friendly for running dogs? 
Can they manage the terrain? (If we have to climb over a fence it probably isn’t) Is it safe for them? 
(Are we crossing busy streets?) Is the ON-IN dog friendly? Use your best judgment and common 
sense on this one. Also remember that an ON-AFTER usually occurs and it is important to note that 
not all bars, restaurants, etc. allow dogs. Just let the Hare Raiser know TURDs: Yes or No.  

                                                                   The other important piece of information is special 
instructions and what to bring. This section lets you communicate special items such as costumes, 
other themed items, flashlights, headlamps, long pants, etc. need everyone to wear green because 
it’s your favorite color? Let them know!

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

D’ERECTIONS

WHAT TO BRING

T.U.R.D.s  



                                             This is very important, and dead serious. Hashing is supposed to be fun, not a life threatening experience. The hare is responsible 
for taking reasonable measures to protect the safety of the pack while on trail. That means clearly marking or otherwise warning the pack of such hazards as 
barbed wire in the woods, or dangerous debris, jagged metal or other hazards in creek beds or tunnels, especially if it’s not clearly visible. That means shortening 
or changing your trail on the day of your hash if a stream has risen to a level that cannot be crossed safely.

The crossing of major roadways and high-speed railroad tracks is discouraged. If you can’t avoid crossing a major road, do it at a traffic light. Poison ivy (PI) is 
everywhere in Texas and, while not life threatening, it is something to be aware of as you plan your trail. Your fellow hashers will not appreciate a trail that forces 
them to fight through thickets of PI. This would be a great time to have an alternate route, as some hashers are extremely allergic. It’s impossible to list all of the 
potential hazards; the important thing is to be on the lookout and use your common sense to minimize their danger…

The hare is also responsible for ensuring that all hashers make it to the ON-IN or are accounted for. If needed, a sweep of the trail should be organized.

                                                                                                                  This section addresses the basic mechanics of laying trail, rather than the strate-
gies behind planning and laying a good trail. You can either pre-lay your trail or you can Live-Lay your trail. Depending upon the length of your trail, how much 
pavement you mark with chalk rather than with flour, and the amount and kind of off road surfaces or urban shiggy on trail, (taller shiggy dictates that marks be 
larger and spaced more closely together in order to be seen), plan on using about 2-3 5lb bags of flour to set your trail. Cheap grocery stores have 5 lb bags for 
less than $2 so plan ahead! And remember – it’s always better to have flour left over for your next trail than to run out at 6:15 p.m. on Thursday in the middle of 
nowhere. You’ll also need to have some flour and chalk left over in order to present the marks you used on trail during CHALK TALK.

We strongly recommend that you use colored sidewalk chalk when setting your trail in busy public areas, heavily used portions of parks, shopping centers, etc. 
All it takes is for one Chicken Little to call in anthrax, cocaine (yes, it’s happened) or other Haz-Mat scare to ruin everybody’s day. Yellow, Orange and White 
work best under most conditions while many wankers have complained that Red, Blue, Green and Purple can be difficult to see, especially at night. Sidewalk 
chalk is found cheaply purchased at most dollar stores.

While most FUH3 trails are set with flour and/or chalk, some conditions may call for other types of marks. Pieces of toilet paper twisted around weed stalks or 
scrub branches are visible in open fields of dense grass into which a handfull of flour disappears without a trace. And TP holds up surprisingly well in the rain. 
Brightly colored surveyor’s tape is another alternative.

Allow at least 4 hours to lay trail until you’ve hared enough to become comfortable with it. Setting false trails and back checks, getting lost – all of that takes time. 

A hare should be present at the start of the hash to give “CHALK TALK,” demonstrating and explaining the marks you’ve used on your trail. Your CHALK TALK 
should also inform the pack about any hazards, dangerous conditions or other things on trail, such as alternative trail markings as discussed above.

                                                                    The FUH3 discounts the Hare(s) $7. This generally covers your expense of 2-3 bags of flower and/or chalk. The 
intent is that haring a basic trail shouldn’t cost you any money out of pocket. If you have a co-hare(s) they are expected to pay hash cash like everyone else. In 
short, the FUH3 gives free hash cash to one hare only. It’s also not uncommon for hares to occasionally spend a few of their own dollars for a little something 
extra for everyone like shots, snacks, etc., but that’s strictly voluntary and is not expected of any hare.

                                                            It is up to the hare to select a suitable nearby location for the ON-AFTER, preferably within a few minutes’ drive. We 
tend to gravitate toward a certain type of dive serving some cheap beer and decent food at reasonable prices. Beer by the pitcher is usually cheaper and is 
therefore appreciated. Also remember to check if dogs are allowed in order to inform potential hashers before they commit to running trail only to find they cannot 
participate in the ON-AFTER due to Fido. If you know the ON-AFTER doesn’t allow them, most hashers will be able to leave their pets at home.

SAFETY

LAYING YOUR TRAIL 

HASH CASH

ON AFTER

                                                                                                                                                                               The hare is responsible for coordinating 
with the Beer Meister for the beer check/shot check, if there is one, and snacks* for the ON-IN.  In addition, you should coordinate with the Beer Meister to have 
water at the Beer Check and ON-IN, especially in hot weather. At the conclusion of a beer/shot check and the ON-IN, please police the area and make sure that 
no trash is left behind.

*(Snacks, food, special shots, and drinks are optionally provided at the hares expense but always appreciated. Various snacks have in the past included– pret-
zels, candy, chocolate, cheese puffs, nuts, baked goods, corn and/or potato chips, cookies, etc.)

BEER, SHOTS, WATER, SNACKS



Dollops Dollops (also known as ‘Blobs’) are the most basic mark found on trail. They simply denote that one is following a trail, though it may not be a 
‘True Trail.’ Flour, Chalk, Wads of Toilet Paper, Brightly Colored Surveyors Tape, or other non-toxic/biodegradable variations may be used.

Directional Arrows denote just that, a direction. A good example would be at a street corner. Place a double-headed arrow indicating to cross the 

street. This makes the direction you intend the pack to go clear and eliminated the need for you to do something like lay dollops in traffic.

Chalk Sidewalk chalk is great for urban areas and public spaces. Chalk dollops usually consist of a single headed arrow.

Checks There are many different types of checks we see at the FUH3.

False Trails There are many different ways to mark a False Trail and here are common marks we see at the FUH3.

Splits There are times when it you may want to split a trail. A few marks are commonly used to accomplish this.

Informational Marks There are a couple of informational marks we use at the FUH3. The most common are Beer Near and ON-IN.

X Check A typical X check means that trail can go in any direction except the one you came from.

Turtle Check A simple drawing of a turtle denotes The Turtle Check. Trail runners wait until the last walker arrives before continuing trail. This is used 

to regroup the pack. This mark is also a benefit to the hares as it allows them extra time to lay trail if they are live laying.

Song Check The letter S within a circle denotes The Song Check. Trail runners wait until the last walker arrives before designating someone to sing a 

hash song. Once the song is sung trail continues. This is used to regroup the pack.

Runners-Walkers Split Two double-headed arrows labeled with an R (Runners) or a W (Walkers) designate the Runners-Walkers split. This 

mark is used to divide the trail into a shorter (Walkers) and a longer (Runners) trail.  It allows the two groups rejoin each other at a similar time.

Please be sure to draw every type of mark used on your trail when preparing CHALK-TALK. You may have creative additions or variations on any 
of the marks. If so, please describe the marks to the pack and indicate any variations and their meanings. ON-ON! - FUH3 Mismanagement 2014.

Beer Check The Beer Check is denoted by the letters BX, sometimes appearing within a circle for increased visibility, especially in grass at night.

YBF The letters YBF denote the YBF (You’ve Been Fooled/Fucked) mark. This mark is placed at the end of a False trail rather than a Check. It indicates 

that the trail is False. If this happens, return to the last check and try a different direction.

Whichy-Way Two double-headed arrows splitting designate the Whichy-Way split. This mark is used to divide the trail in two and also acts as a check 

in case one of the trails leading from it is False. Both Trails can be true, meaning they would eventually rejoin at some point.

ON-IN The ON-IN is marked as such. This simply indicates you have reached the ON-IN, or if it is close, a directional arrow accompanies the ON-IN mark.

Scenic View Check The Scenic View Check is denoted by the letters SV, sometimes appearing within a circle. This check indicates it is time to 

stop and take in a beautiful vista. Stop for as long as you like and continue without having to wait on others.

Flour When using flour dollops are simply 2-3 inch spot of flour on the ground, tree, etc.

True Trail Indicates direction and adds a confirmation that the trail you are on is indeed ‘True.’

Arrows There are a few different types of arrows found on an FUH3 trail. 

Circle Check This check is a circle with a single dollop in the middle. The idea is that while the front-runners are off searching for trail, the walkers are 

catching up. Once the true trail is found, the front-runners can kick the dollop in the direction of true trail, allowing the walkers to move faster by not having to 

search again for the direction of true trail. This helps keep the pack together.

Blow Job Two parallel lines denote The Blow Job mark. This mark is placed at the end of a False trail rather than a Check. It indicates that the trail is 

False. If this happens, return to the last check and try a different direction.

Turkey-Eagle Split Two double-headed arrows labeled with a T or an E designate The Turkey-Eagle split. This mark is used to divide the trail into 

an easier (Turkey) and a more challenging (Eagle) trail.  An example would be traversing around a steep hill (Turkey) and climbing over the hill (Eagle). It 

allows you to incorporate different terrain into your trail while allowing some to opt out of a portion they do not want to or cannot physically do. It should also be 

used in such a manner that the two groups rejoin each other at a similar time.

Beer Near The letters BN designate Beer Near. This simply indicates that a Beer Check (BX) is soon.

Back Check The Back Check is denoted by a circle with a number inside, indicating the number of dollops to go back and search for trail from there.

Arkansas An Arkansas is the lack of marking a False Trail. Dollops simply end. These will slow down the pack, even more at night, and should be 

mentioned in CHALK TALK. When an Arkansas is discovered, return to the last check and try a different direction.

Shot Check The Shot Check is denoted by the letters SX, sometimes appearing within a circle for increased visibility, especially in grass at night.

Boob Check Two circles with nipples denote The Boob Check. When the pack cums across this mark, the Harriets either show their boobs, or take it 

upon themselves to find true trail as the hounds wait. Rarely seen is the Package Check, which is the same idea but with the roles reversed.

The FUH3 utilizes various marks on trail in both chalk and flour and sometimes alternatives marking methods like toi-

let paper, brightly colored surveyor tape, etc. This is a template explaining the most common marks. Should you use 

additional marks on your trail, be sure to include them in your “CHALK TALK” to explain their meaning to the pack.

TRAIL MARKS


